
IoT Services

Why Futurism for IoT? 

Fully scalable IoT services tailored to help make your 

business future-proof!

 One-stop hub for all your IoT requirements

 Complete IoT process and systems optimization

 Seamless interoperability between different IoT 

systems/networks 

 Cybersecurity - managed security service for all 

your endpoints 

 Global expertise 

 Better user experience

 Custom IoT solution design/development and

integration 

 Outsource support for IoT systems development 

 Predictive maintenance/analytics and intelligent 

analytics 

 Global standards and compliance

 Reduced costs and downtime

 Rapid ROI

IoT Services 

Delivering IoT solutions that scale at the speed of light

From smart cities to smart workplaces and smart homes to smart factories, IoT is reimagining every aspect of our lives. In fact, a staggering number of businesses today are

waking up to the idea of IoT to market faster, create disruptive business models/networks, and deliver exceptional customer experiences. Futurism helps make IoT real and 

tangible, connecting the best of both the worlds; i.e. physical and digital words to deliver actionable business intelligence. 

Whether you are looking to expand or fortify your existing IoT network/solution for added security or to add more connected mobiles, devices/wearables or design a new IoT 

solution tailored to �t speci�c business needs, we provide comprehensive opportunity assessment, consulting and transformation roadmap strategy to help you get the most

out of your IoT investment.

Usher in the era of a connected world with our comprehensive suite of IoT services 

Futurismʼs IoT services suite has the expertise to help you build 

unparalleled IoT capabilities that will help you create new revenue 

streams, drive operational efficiency, curb costs and maximize return on 

investment (ROI). 

  IoT Strategy & Advisory Services: Our expert IoT team can help you identify/

uncover opportunities by conducting a comprehensive opportunity assessment and

help you de ne the most apt IoT roadmap for your business. Right from ideation to

market, Futurism will be your sidekick throughout the journey.

 IoT Design/Build Services: We assess your readiness to IoT, de�ne a vision, set

data handling rules and design a robust IoT solution roadmap. Be it conceptualizing 

a new product or reinventing an existing one, Futurism can help. Right from 

technology selection to integration and device management, Futurism can help.

 Cloud IoT Services: Our IoT solutions include pre-coded software, security and 

hardware building blocks to help you send data to the cloud seamlessly minus 

coding hassles thus, speeding up your IoT deployment. Our cloud IoT services ensure

robust and secure IoT cloud infrastructure, optimum device connectivity, remote

device management, real-time analytics, decoupling apps and much more. Cloud 

platforms include AWS, IBM, Microsoft Azure, Google, and more. 

IoT Services

info@futurismtechnologies.com+97 1 507 500 841

Let’s talk about how IoT can make your business future-proof, call us now at

+97 1 507 500 841 or drop us a note here.for a FREE

consultation. 




